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Abstract 

Human saliva is not just the fluid of the oral cavity, it is considered to be the mirror of oral and systemic health. 

Oral pathology is a major public health problem, with a worldwide increase in incidence and morbidity. 

Diagnosis of the disease is a real challenge because of the lack of sensitive biomarkers and characteristics in 

serum or tissues. Salivary proteomic analysis is a direction for diagnosis and also for the treatment of various 

diseases and could be considered a new approach to cancer prevention strategy or other oral pathological 

conditions. Protein and nucleic acid molecules derived from oral tissues can be extracted from saliva. For 

diagnostic purposes, saliva offers serum benefits through non-invasive sampling as a valuable source of 

clinically relevant information because it contains specific biomarkers to the unique physiological aspects of oral 

disease as well as systemic pathology such as cancer, heart or infectious diseases.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Periodontal disease, tooth decay, 

orofacial pain and oral cancer are the main 

globally oral conditions [1]. In recent 

years, saliva has been recognized as a 

promising diagnostic fluid in both, clinical 

and basic research. Diagnosis of oral 

diseases at an early stage improves the 

prognosis [2]. On the other hand, 

diagnosing and monitoring the progression 

of oral diseases through the non-invasive 

technologies would improve therapeutic 

outcomes and patients' quality of life. 

Saliva acts as a medium to dissolve solids 

and intervenes in the digestion of starch, 

chewing and the formation of food bolus. 

It has a lubricating and cleaning effect on 

teeth and other oral tissues, promotes tooth 

mineralization and has antibacterial, 

antiviral and antifungal properties [3]. 

Saliva consists mainly of water (99%) and 

a variety of electrolytes and proteins (1%), 

for example, ions, enzymes, protein 

complexes and other organic molecules 

and biochemical agents [4].  

Saliva is secreted by the parotid, 

submandibular, sublingual, and minor 

salivary glands [5,6]. Total saliva 

comprises a mixture of secretions from the 

salivary glands and constituents of non-

salivary origin, such as gingival crevicular 

fluid, blood and blood derivatives, scaly 

epithelial cells and other cellular 

components, nasal and bronchial 

secretions, microorganisms, microbial 

enzymes and numerous extrinsic 

substances (eg food scraps, toothpaste and 

mouthwash components).  

Gland-specific saliva can be used to 

diagnose specific pathology to one of the 
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major salivary glands. Salivary biomarkers 

can be used to diagnose or identify patients 

at risk for oral and systemic diseases, for 

example, tooth decay, periodontal disease, 

hereditary disorders, autoimmune diseases, 

malignancies, certain infectious diseases 

and monitoring of drug therapy or 

hormone levels [7].  

 

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SALIVA AS 

A DIAGNOSTIC FLUID 
Saliva as a diagnostic fluid offers 

distinct advantages over serum because it 

is non-invasive and does not require 

special equipment for sampling and storage 

and unlike blood, saliva does not 

coagulate. Advantageous for people who 

have difficulty taking blood samples (for 

example: obese patients, hemophiliacs). 

For certain diagnostic purposes, salivary 

biomarkers have been shown to be more 

useful than serum analysis, so it can be 

used to diagnose systemic diseases because 

it contains serum constituents [8, 9]. These 

constituents are derived from the local 

vascularization of the salivary glands and 

gingival crevicular fluid [8]. There are 

many advantages of saliva as a clinical tool 

over serum, representing a collection of 

non-invasive samples, smaller samples in 

quantity, good cooperation with patients, 

cost-effectiveness, easier storage and 

transport, repeated sampling for time 

monitoring, a increased sensitivity and 

correlation with blood levels [10]. 

The most frequently cited criticism 

regarding the use of saliva as a diagnostic 

fluid is that these biomarkers are present in 

amounts too small to be reliably detected. 

However, it is no longer a limitation due to 

the development of increasingly sensitive 

detection techniques. Therefore, today, the 

era of nanotechnology and genomics, 

promises a significant change in disease 

diagnosis and clinical monitoring. Thus in 

the context of current research, the trend is 

rapidly approaching the use of saliva and 

other biofluids for the diagnosis of diseases 

[2]. The emerging field of microbiology 

and biosensor based on nanotechnology 

will overcome the barriers of detection. 

This is an ideal opportunity to optimize 

state-of-the-art saliva-based biosensors for 

salivary biomarkers [10]. 

Oral cancer is the sixth most 

common cancer in the world, with 

approximately 90% being squamous cell 

carcinomas [11]. Precancerous lesions and 

conditions include erythroplasia, 

leukoplakia, candidiasis, lichen planus, 

actinic cheilosis, and submucosal fibrosis. 

The most common locations of oral cancer 

are the tongue, the base of the mouth, the 

lips and the gums. Smoking is one of the 

major risk factor for premalignant and 

malignant squamous cell damage [11]. The 

diagnosis is based on visual recognition of 

high-risk lesions and a confirmed 

histological evaluation. However, the 

initial stages of precancerous and 

cancerous lesions are almost always 

painless and often undetected. 

Consequently, these lesions are not 

diagnosed until they have become 

symptomatic and they have reached 

advanced stages characterized by severe 

ulceration, pain, paresthesia and 

lymphadenopathy. 

A biomarker or biological marker is 

generally a substance used as an indicator 

of biological status in oral diagnosis; a 

major challenge was the determination of 

biomarkers for screening, prognosis and 

evaluation of disease activity as well as for 

the effectiveness of therapy (diagnostic 

tests). It serves as a basis for treatment 

planning and provides a means of 

evaluating the effectiveness of therapy. An 

oral diagnostic tool should generally 

provide information relevant to the 

differential diagnosis, location of the 

disease, and the severity of the infection. 

Traditional diagnostic measures such as 

visual examination, tactile assessment, 

periodontal depth, level of attachment and 

plaque index, probing bleeding, and 

radiographic assessment of alveolar bone 

loss are still popular and used routinely for 
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nearly 50 years and to date, as a basis for 

oral diagnosis. To facilitate the screening 

of oral lesions, modern, non-invasive, 

visual methods for skin modifications may 

be used by using light and its interaction 

with skin [12]. Sample saliva collection is 

simple and non-invasive, easily accessible 

and easy to collect without equipment or 

specialized personnel. In the last two 

decades, saliva has been increasingly 

evaluated as a diagnostic fluid. 

Currently available diagnostic 

techniques, such as ViziLite®, OralCDx® 

Brush Biopsy, and VELscope®, have their 

limitations. Biopsy, the gold standard for 

diagnosing premalignant and malignant 

lesions, is based on visual detection and is 

invasive [11, 13]. The electron microscopy 

study of the premalignant lesions reveal 

the increased prevalence of important 

ultrastructural changes, some of which are 

quite specific to tumor cells, thus 

emphasizing their severity and their major 

potential to turn malignant [14].  For these 

reasons, a specific diagnosis is needed for 

the early detection of precancerous 

diseases and cancerous lesions, which are 

non-invasive, easy to use and cost-

effective. 

Salivary biomarkers identified for 

premalignant and malignant lesions 

include proteins, nucleic acids, vitamins, 

ions, genomic and proteomic targets 

(enzymes), growth factors, cytokines, 

metalloproteinases, endothelin, cytokeratin 

and telomerase [15, 16, 17]. MMPs have 

been studied as possible carcinogenic 

biomarkers and have been found to be 

linked to tumor invasion and metastasis 

[18]. Other biomarkers include IL-1β and 

IL-8, markers of methylation, actin, 

myosin, and microRNAs (a small 

noncoding RNA molecule that regulates 

gene expression) [19, 20]. The only point 

technology to identify patients at risk for 

oral cancer is OralRisk-HPV. It identifies 

biomarkers for human oral papilloma 

viruses, some of which are known to be 

associated with oral cancer [21]. Speaking 

of technology used, it is important that 

mass spectrometry SRM/MRM approaches 

start delivering results with high sensitivity 

and specificity advancing the field of 

biomarker discovery in salivary proteomics 

[22].  

 

SALIVARY PROTEASES AS 

BIOMARKERS FOR 

PREMALIGNANT AND MALIGNANT 

ORAL INJURIES 
Unfortunately, there are no 

currently tests that can make a distinguish 

between oral pre-malignant lesions and 

those already transferred to malignancy. 

Bioinformatics analysis of exfoliated 

epithelial cells from the patients saliva 

revealed an increase in myosin and actin 

abundance in malignant lesions, confirmed 

by Western blotting. These findings 

provided a promising starting point for the 

development of noninvasive and 

inexpensive salivary tests for the reliable 

detection of early-stage oral cancer [23].  

Oral planis lichen (PLO) is a 

chronic inflammatory mucosal disease 

with immunological cell-mediated 

pathogenesis. Saliva from PLO patients 

contains various proteins. A total of 31 

spot proteins representing 14 proteins with 

at least two differences in abundance 

between PLOs and controls were 

identified. Another study found that 

salivary CD44s and CD44v5 levels (CD44 

isoforms) in patients with PLOs were 

significantly higher than in control groups 

[24]. IFN-γ and IL-4 levels in unstimulated 

saliva analyzed by enzyme linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA) at PLO 

patients had a low IL-4 expression profile 

and a lower level of IFN-γ/IL-4 compared 

to healthy controls. Thus, salivary IL-4 

levels may be a fine biomarker that reflects 

the severity of OLP [24].  

Oral squamous cell carcinoma 

(OSCC) is the most common malignant 

epithelial neoplasm affecting the oral 

cavity. It is estimated that more of 90% of 

all oral neoplasms are OSCC [25]. A 
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number of studies showed that proteomics 

revealed several salivary proteins at 

differential levels between patients with 

OSCC (oral squamous cell carcinoma). 

A targeted proteomics SRM 

(selected reaction monitoring) study 

revealed a number of predictive 

biomarkers related to the risk of 

development OSCC, namely complement 

proteins: CFB, C3, C4B, Alpha-1-

antitrypsin protein SERPINA1, and LRG1, 

a protein identifed before in the serum and 

tumours of cancer patients, all found with 

diferentiated expression in OSCC [26]. 

Other potential biomarkers for OSCC have 

found to be along SERPINA1, complement 

factor H (CFH) and fibrinogen alpha chain 

(FGA) [27]. Statistically signifcant 

elevated levels of matrix 

metalloproteinase-8 or collagenase MMP-8 

in saliva has been correlated with the 

severity of the disease using an 

immunofuorometric assay [28].  

Other biomarkers such as Mac 2-

binding protein, Myeloid-related protein 

14, CD13, profilin and catalase were 

successfully validated using immunoassays 

on an independent set of patients with 

OSCC and healthy subjects. IL-6, IL-8 and 

TNFα are involved in the pathogenesis of 

OSCC and have been linked to tumor 

growth and metastases, therefore their 

levels in saliva could serve as informative 

biomarkers for OSCC [29,30]. Another 

published study demonstrates the 

effectiveness of microRNA measurement 

present in saliva to detect OSCCs. 

MicroRNAs are molecules produced by 

cells that simultaneously evaluate the 

behavior of several genes and control their 

activity. The study mentioned that Salivary 

IL-6 mRNA is one of the best performing 

and clinically relevant biomarkers of 

OSCC [31].  

Nakashima et al studied the role of 

proteomics in salivary gland neoplasm 

[32]. Adenoid cystic carcinoma was 

investigated and 4 up-regulatory proteins 

and 5 down-regulatory proteins were 

detected. The study have showed that there 

is an important relationship between some 

proteins such as transketolase, dim1p, v-

ha-ras oncogene, type I pro-alpha collagen 

and tumor metastases. More of that, same 

authors investigated differential protein 

expression in adenoid cystic carcinoma 

with lung metastases and found that 

transketolase, modulator 2 recognition 

factor, dim1p homologue, binding factor 

(arginine / serine) and v-ha-ras oncogene 

were all hypoexpressed in tumors without 

metastases and significantly increased in 

the region of tumors with metastases [32]. 

Currently, radiotherapy and surgery 

are the main treatment modalities. Surgical 

resection of large lesions can affect speech, 

swallowing, physical appearance, and the 

patient's quality of life. The recurrence rate 

is also high (10-30%). Consequently, 

improved diagnostic strategies are needed 

to identify patients at risk for oral cancer 

and to detect early pre-malignant and 

malignant lesions [33].  On the other hand, 

the involvement of the dental patients in 

their own treatment is essential in order to 

increase the safety and quality of the dental 

procedures [34]. Also, it was found that in 

many cases oral cancer around dental 

implant present itself as peri-implantitis 

[35].  The oral tissue must be compatible 

with the materials used in surgical implant 

to human body [36,37]. Other fundamental 

and clinical research studies need to be 

started in order to gain a better 

understanding of the contibution of 

salivary markers in oral cancer diagnosis 

[38]. 

  

CONCLUSIONS 

Nowadays, he best approach to 

avoid complications is to apply preventive 

strategies [39]. Early diagnosis of oral and 

systemic conditions could improve 

treatment outcomes, reduce care costs and 

have a beneficial effect on patients' quality 

of life. Several validated saliva-based 

diagnostic technologies are available for 

use in dentistry. The increasing number of 
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studies dedicated to human saliva in 

physiological and pathological conditions 

will allow systemic and local specific 

salivary biomarkers to identify new 

pathologies in the near future.  

The information obtained from 

proteomic studies will provide clues for 

understanding the roles of different 

families of salivary proteins in the oral 

cavity. The future of proteomics of body 

fluids, therefore, and saliva, is strongly 

linked to improved technical performance. 

In the coming years the number of 

compounds identified in saliva is likely to 

increase. 

Taking all these aspects into 

account, it can be concluded that in the 

near future there is an increased possibility 

that salivary diagnosis will not only be 

used as a powerful tool to save lives, but 

also to preserve those already saved. It will 

be a very useful tool for population 

screening programs, confirmatory 

diagnosis, risk evaluation, prognosis 

determination and therapeutic response 

monitoring. Screening an entire population 

for a particular type of disease will be 

possible by using salivary diagnosis. 
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